
(OST1/Strap1-Menu SM1)

(OST1/Strap1-Menu SM1)



[for Men 6'4'' & up] (OST2/Strap2 - Menu SM1)  

[for Men 6'4'' & up] (OST2/Strap2 - Menu SM1) 



(OST3/Strap3 - Menu SM1)

(OST3/Strap3 - Menu SM1)



(OST4/Strap 4 - Menu SM1)

(OST4/Strap 4 - Menu SM1)



(OSB/Squeeze - Menu SM2/PM1)

(OSB/Squeeze - Menu SM2/PM1)



(OSBA/Shldrs-B - Menu SM2/PM1)

(OSBA/Shldrs-B - Menu SM2/PM1)



(OSF/Shldrs-F - Menu SM2/PM1)

(OSF/Shldrs-F - Menu SM2/PM1)



(OCB/Circles - Menu SM2/PM1)

(OCB/Circles - Menu SM2/PM1)



Lower leg exhaling to OBW3-5 with 
mmmm sound. Alternate with right leg

(OLLS/Leg Lift - Menu SM2/PM1)

(OLLS/Leg Lift - Menu SM2/PM1)



Natural breathing. Check in.
Greatly widen knees.

Bend and hang, then breathe
into lower back 5-10 times

Check in. Allow deeper, 
easy inhale.

(OSBB/Sit Bend - Menu SM2/PM1)

(OSBB/Sit Bend - Menu SM2/PM1)



Hold breath while bending
forward with medium speed

(OCD/Core - Menu SM3/PM2)

(OCD/Core - Menu SM3/PM2)



Check in. Support by 
upright chair.

Stretch forward, breathe in, exhale 
back to upright. Check in.

(OPS/Psoas - Menu SM3/PM2)

(OPS/Psoas - Menu SM3/PM2)



(OSAB/Stand - Menu SM3/PM2)

(OSAB/Stand - Menu SM3/PM2)



(ORA/Rotate - Menu SM3/PM2)

(ORA/Rotate - Menu SM3/PM2)



Bend and count out loud
Chin above horizon

(OSSS/Side-Sound - Menu SM3/PM2)

(OSSS/Side-Sound - Menu SM3/PM2)



Tilt to the right
Repeat left and right one time

(OSSST/Side-Strap - Menu SM3/PM2)

(OSSST/Side-Strap - Menu SM3/PM2)



(ORRS/Ribs-Up - Menu SM3/PM3)

(ORRS/Ribs-Up - Menu SM3/PM3)



Releases tension or pain in neck, jaw and eyes; Helps maintain cervical spine mobility; 
Reduces crunching in neck

(ONR/Neck - Menu SM3/PM3)

(ONR/Neck - Menu SM3/PM3)



Breathing in while raising arm

Rotate arms / exhale

Breathing in / raise arm

Exhale / rotating arms

(OWIND/Wind - Menu SM4/PM3)

(OWIND/Wind - Menu SM4/PM3)



(OHC/Hip - Menu SM4/PM3)

(OHC/Hip - Menu SM4/PM3)



OBW3 (Neutral) Effortless 
Passive inhale to OBW 5/6/7

(ORTWS/Straw - Menu SM4/PM3)

(ORTWS/Straw - Menu SM4/PM3)



Allow 2 natural effortless breathing cycles

(ORTTT/Tail-tilt - Menu SM4/PM3)

(ORTTT/Tail-tilt - Menu SM4/PM3)



(ORTAR/Ankle - Menu SM4/PM4)

(ORTAR/Ankle - Menu SM4/PM4)



Knees widened. Natural 
effortless breath exhaling

At OBW3, bend forward 
using body to force deeper 

exhale past OBW3

Rising slightly forced
inhale to OBW 6/7/8

(ORTBW/Wave - Menu SM5/PM4)

(ORTBW/Wave - Menu SM5/PM4)



Natural effortless 
exhale to OBW3

Natural effortless 
exhale to OBW3

Back to center, allow effortless
inhale and exhale to OBW3

Extend twist to forcibly
deepen exhale

Back to center, allow effortless
inhale and exhale to OBW3

Extend twist to forcibly
deepen exhale

(ORTTS/Twist - 
Menu SM5/PM4)

(ORTTS/Twist - Menu SM5/PM4)



(ORTYC/Yawn - Menu SM5/PM4)

(ORTYC/Yawn - Menu SM5/PM4)



(OHI/Hemi - Menu SM5/PM4)

(OHI/Hemi - Menu SM5/PM4)



(OSP/Skin - Menu SM5/PM4)

(OSP/Skin - Menu SM5/PM4)



(OLPB/Poke - Menu SM5/PM4)

(OLPB/Poke - Menu SM5/PM4)



(ODS/Diaph - Menu SM5/PM4)

(ODS/Diaph - Menu SM5/PM4)



(OBPS/Pattrn - Menu SM5/PM4)

(OBPS/Pattrn - Menu SM5/PM4)



Benefits:
The shape of the effortless breathing-wave must be supported. On a firm surface such as a VERY stiff mattress, 
massage table or thick carpeting, create the most comfortable “recliner-chair type” resting position, only 
without the recliner.  Most recliners are too soft and inhibit breathing ease by closing the chest and throat.

To keep the chest open, in the resting position, and the diaphragm free to travel easily up into the chest in 
maximal effortless excursion, create the following set up:

Place a travel pillow, or one of your choice, under your neck, a foam wedge from Relax the Back under your legs
and a thin pillow may be placed perpendicular to your spine. Center it where the bra strap would be. 
Reduce or increase the thickness of the pillow for comfort. http://www.Yogaprops.com sells large or small futon
cotton filled breathing pillows. You can duplicate these pillows with a rolled up blanket but the blanket may not
have optimal density and beware of sharp edges sticking you in the back.  

The position should be VERY comfortable and very supportive as is opens up your chest making it easier to
breathe. Swallow to make sure you can easily swallow. 

Follow the directions with the illustrations. If cat stretches unfold, just enjoy them and KEEP BREATHING.

This “chest belly” breath creates deeper relaxation and sleep.

(PRP & OBC)

(PRP & OBC)



Benefits:
This exercise also relaxes accessory breathing muscles
while in a full squat, supporting yourself by holding
onto door knobs on either side of the door. It is best
done in bare feet or with a good non-slip connection
with the floor. This position has the added benefit of
allowing you to feel the breath expand into the pelvic
bowl, stretch and open up the back and strengthen
the knee joints.

(OSS/Shldr & ODKS/Door)

(OSS/Shldr & ODKS/Door)



Included with All Themes

THE SERENITY BREATHING MEDITATION

READ THIS ENTIRE INSTRUCTIONAL BEFORE BEGINNING THE AUDIO PROGRAM. 
THIS writing is what is referred to on the audio recording as, “The card included with
this recording.” ALSO in the AUDIO portion please disregard, “The other side of the tape
has no introduction.” (This refers to midpoint in the original audiocassette recording.) 
If you wish to bypass the instructions, simply advance to track two or three on the CD. 

BODY POSITIONS: 
Primary Resting Position C32 (PRP): Sitting, use a Nada Chair (See http://www.Breathing.com/nada-chair.htm) 
or Zafu, a small pillow or rolled-up towel for mid-back support while sitting. (See diagrams.) When lying on the
back, swallow and make sure you can easily do so. This position should be VERY comfortable and very support-
ive as it opens up your chest, making it easier to breathe. You can duplicate the large or small pillow with a
rolled-up blanket, but the blanket may not have the density the futon-cotton-filled pillows have, and can create
a sharp edge that sticks you in the back.

Benefits:
Tension release. Develops body-centered stress-management skills. It taps into your unconscious. Enhances personal creativity. 
Gets you more in touch with your feelings. Strengthens your relaxation response and Alpha brainwaves. Gets you more in touch
with ease and flow. Gently lengthens key frontal, abdominal, chest and neck muscles and shortens the back muscles, allowing you
to open your heart center, sit up straighter, breathe with less effort and resist the tendency to bend forward or downward, which
can close down breath sequencing, and balance and invite fatigue, illness and a “defeated attitude.” 

Signs of Breathing Improvement:
If cat stretches unfold, just enjoy them and KEEP BREATHING. High blood pressure may go lower. The supine position will open your
chest and gently lengthen key abdominal muscles and shorten the back muscles allowing you to open your heart center, sit or
stand up straighter with more ease, breathe with less effort, and intuitively invite resistance to the tendency to bend forward or
downward which can "close down" the breathing posture and invite fatigue, illness and a "defeated attitude." Let your body 
experience pleasurable yawning, stretches and occasional effortless deep breath catching breaths. 

DISCOMFORT. Should intolerable dizziness, “spaciness,” or nervousness occur, reduce the depth of the in-breath and let those
feelings subside. If with repeated practice the restriction continues, use the Strapping Technique. For postural discomfort, reduce
the thickness of the pillow(s). In any event, let your breath come and go until you feel comfortable again. Resume the exercise when
ready. The ability to sustain a state of positive energy increases as your practice continues. If discomfort continues, consult with your
local holistic health professional or contact us at http://www.Breathing.com for private sessions with an Optimal Breathing Coach.

One or More of the 5 Basic Measurements:
Measurement progress is not relevant for this exercise.

Better Breathing Exercise #1
(BBE1 - Audio CD #120, 55 min.) C34

Better Breathing Exercise #1 C34

(BBE1CD)

(BBE1CD)



Better Breathing Exercise #2
(BBE2 - Audio CD #130, 58 min.)

Better Breathing Exercise #2 C35

Included with Theme #3 (Energy, Vitality, Stamina & Recovery) & Theme #4 (Memory, Focus & Concentration)

A BREATHING EXERCISE & MEDITATION TO DEVELOP & SUSTAIN A FOCUSED ENERGETIC CALM.
[Orange Band included.]

READ THIS ENTIRE INSTRUCTIONAL BEFORE BEGINNING THE AUDIO
PROGRAM. THIS writing is what is referred to on the audio recording as, “The
card included with this recording.” ALSO in the AUDIO portion please disregard,
“The other side of the tape has no introduction.” (This refers to midpoint in the
original audiocassette recording). If you wish to bypass the instructions,
simply advance to Track two or three on the CD. You may put Track 3 (the
striking of the Singing Bowl) on repeat. 

The Orange Band. For Lying, Sitting or Walking: Wrap the or-
ange band, similarly to C4 (OST4) in the Strapping Technique, pulling
each end forward out in front of you, wrapping one end once or twice,
but not in a knot so it will release easily and to allow the tension to keep
the band snug against your belly. This creates the sense of a hands-free
Squeeze and Breathe C5 (OSB). Breathe to OBW5–7. Stay in your comfort zone. 

Sitting: Use a Nada Chair (See http://www.Breathing.com/nada-chair.htm), a
small pillow, or rolled-up towel for MID-back support while sitting. The sitting or
lying posture will slowly stretch key abdominal and chest muscles and shorten
the back muscles, allowing you to sit up straighter with less effort and help you
resist the tendency to bend forward or downward, which can suppress your
breathing, invite fatigue, and a “defeated” feeling and attitude. 

ENERGY: Lie on your side similar to in the
C23 (ORTAR). Wear the band. Place Track 3 on
repeat. Breathe slightly deeper/longer than
usual, with one bowl strike for an in-breath
and another for an out-breath, for 15 to 30

minutes. This exercise is more about
learning to tolerate more energy, so as

to get used to breathing more often,
but in the lower abdomen /parasym-
pathetic zone. An alternate version is
on your back in the PRP, with legs up

high (see diagrams). Your goal is to achieve a centered-energetic calm that
one gets when one is “in the flow,” and to increase your energy thermostat. 

The LEASE (Long, Easy And Slow Exhale): Relaxed focus, CO2 increase.
Band not necessary. Place Track 3 on repeat. Breathe in to OBW5–7, then slow the
exhale (without tightening the belly) to the point where the exhale is at least
twice as long as the inhale was. (For instance: 1 bowl strike per inhalation and
two bowl strikes per exhalation.) When the 1 Bowl Strike IN and 2 Bowl Strikes
OUT is comfortable, then add another Bowl Strike to the out-breath. 
See how far you can go up to 20 bowl strikes out-breaths.

Try to increase by one bowl strike on the exhalation. 
DO NOT breathe in deeper so as to have more breath to extend the exhalation.
Stay with the OBW5, 6 or 7 inhale and gently hold back the exhalation. But if you
do, then breathe in a little more, but not so much as to become anxious. 

Keep adding a bowl strike as you feel you are able to, but without any
belly tension or anxiety. STAY in your comfort zone. If your belly tightens, even a
little, then go back to the number of exhale bowl strikes right before there was
NO belly tightening, and stay there. Once you feel you can re-add a bowl strike
then try it again. Sometimes you may be able to stay with just a little discomfort
(from too many exhale bowl strikes) but the discomfort can sometimes go away
in a few breaths. 

Never try to stay with the discomfort for more than 5 complete in- and out-
breaths. You eventually want to effortlessly lengthen the exhalation so that you
can reach a 20 bowl strike exhale without ANY discomfort. For some, that is a
TALL order, and may take months, even years, to achieve. Keep your hand on your
belly and if you sense any tension, you have gone too far with the exhalation
(past OBW3). (Think of letting the air out of a car tire when you have overinflated
it—you press the valve slightly to let just a tiny amount escape.) 

Contrary to pursed-lip breathing, the goal is to develop your diaphragm by using
IT, instead of your lips. Most people err in letting too much air out too soon. Make
doubly sure on the exhalation that you do not tighten your belly, or any part of
the chest. The entire exhalation action is one of releasing and letting go of ten-
sion—never tightening. 

Benefits:
ENERGETIC CALM: Creates an even focus, reduces hyperventilation/over-
breathing, and helps reduce many expressions of so-called asthma, like short-
ness-of-breath symptoms, caused by poor breathing mechanics (UDB). 

The LEASE (Long, Easy And Slow Exhale): It will slow down your breathing
and increase your breathing pause times. It helps adjust one’s often over-stimu-
lated nervous system to slow it down. 

Signs of Breathing Improvement: 
Breathing more in your belly. 

DISCOMFORT. Should intolerable dizziness, spaciness, or nervousness occur, re-
duce the depth of the in-breath and let those feelings subside. If with repeated
practice the restriction continues, use the Strapping Technique. For postural dis-
comfort, reduce the thickness of the pillow(s). In any event, let your breath come
and go until you feel comfortable again. Resume the exercise when ready. The
ability to sustain a state of positive energy increases as your practice continues. 
If discomfort continues, consult with your local holistic health professional or
contact us at http://www.Breathing.com for private sessions with an Optimal
Breathing Coach.

One or More of the 5 Basic Measurements:
LEASE: Number Count higher, Breath Rate slower. Pause Extension longer. 

C35(BBE2CD)

(BBE2CD)



Breathing Self-Esteem
(Audio CD #140, 50 min.)

Breathing Self-Esteem C36

Included with Theme #6 (Weight Loss Management)

BREATHING EXERCISE, AFFIRMATIONS & MEDITATION 

READ THIS ENTIRE INSTRUCTIONAL BEFORE BEGINNING THE AUDIO PROGRAM. 
ALSO in the AUDIO portion please disregard, “The other side of the tape has no intro-
duction.” (This refers to midpoint in the original audiocassette recording). If you wish
to bypass the instructions, simply advance to track two or three on the CD. 

BODY POSITIONS: 
Primary Resting Position C32 (PRP): Sitting, use a Nada Chair 
(See http://www.Breathing.com/nada-chair.htm) or Zafu, a small pillow, or a rolled-up towel for
mid-back support while sitting. (See diagrams.) When lying on the back, swallow and make
sure you can easily do so. This position should be VERY comfort-
able, very supportive, as it opens up your chest, making it easier to
breathe. You can duplicate the large or small pillow with a rolled-
up blanket, but the blanket may not have the density the futon-
cotton-filled pillows have, and can create a sharp edge that sticks
you in the back. 

Lying, sitting, or standing. Repeat out loud the affirmations
that you hear. Shout them if you want. Louder is better. 

Benefits:
Expands the capacity to give and receive love, and appreciation of self and others.
Some might think of this as an energized form of prayer or affirmations.

Signs of Breathing Improvement:
Breathing is easier. You feel better about yourself. Your boundaries improve. Depression lessens or lifts.

DISCOMFORT. Should intolerable dizziness, “spaciness,”  or nervousness occur, reduce the depth of the in-breath
and let those feelings subside. If the restriction continues, use the Strapping Technique. For physical discomfort, 
reduce the thickness of the pillow(s). In either case, let your breath come and go until you feel comfortable again.
Resume the exercise when ready. The ability to sustain a state of positive energy increases as your practice contin-
ues. If discomfort continues, consult with your local physical therapist to rule out a breathing-pattern disorder, or
contact us at http://www.Breathing.com for private sessions with an Optimal Breathing Coach.

One or More of the 5 Basic Measurements:
Measurement progress is not relevant for this exercise.

C36

ABOUT THE TONES YOU HEAR IN THE BACKGROUND.
Modern Physics and Magnetic Resonance Imaging has proven that a
healthy body is a living entity of balanced vibrations and wavelengths.
Each organ is finely tuned and vibrates only at its own frequency, while
the frequency of the sick organ is disturbed. In the West, people use
singing bowls for meditation, centering, healing, stress reduction, chakra
balancing, “sound massage,” and New Age music. The bowls return us to
our breathing center and deep inner self.  “Through the breath, one goes
inside to find the only real source of healing.” —John Lee, Flying Boy II

(BSE/EsteemCD)

(BSE/EsteemCD)



The Watching Breath C37

READ THIS ENTIRE INSTRUCTIONAL BEFORE BEGINNING THE AUDIO PROGRAM. 
THIS writing is what is referred to on the audio recording as, “The card included with
this recording.” ALSO in the AUDIO portion please disregard, “The other side of the
tape has no introduction.” (This refers to midpoint in the original audiocassette
recording).  If you wish to bypass the instructions, simply advance to track two or
three on the CD. 

BODY POSITIONS: 
Primary Resting Position C32 (PRP): Sitting, use a Nada Chair 
(See http://www.Breathing.com/nada-chair.htm) or Zafu, a small pillow, or rolled-up towel for mid-back support
while sitting. (See diagrams.) When lying on the back swallow and make sure you can easily do so. This position
should be VERY comfortable, very supportive, as it opens up your chest, making it easier to breathe. You can 
duplicate the large or small pillow with a rolled-up blanket, but the blanket may not have the density the 
futon-cotton-filled pillows have, and can create a sharp edge that sticks you in the back. 

Benefits:
The Watching Breath guides you in a series of simple but profound ancient mind-body techniques. 
The ability to remain focused and at ease quickens as your practice strengthens.

NOTE: EXHALES in the Watching Breath are NEVER forced outward. 
ALWAYS hold back to slow them down. Feel for tension in the belly and NEVER allow that to occur.

Signs of Breathing Improvement:
Breathing is more even, easier, smoother. 

DISCOMFORT. Should intolerable dizziness, “spaciness,” or nervousness occur, reduce the depth of the in-breath and
let those feelings subside. If the restriction continues, use the Strapping Techniqu. For physical discomfort, reduce 
the thickness of the pillow(s). In either case, let your breath come and go until you feel comfortable again. Resume 
the exercise when ready. The ability to sustain a state of positive energy increases as your practice continues. If 
discomfort continues, consult with your local health professional physical therapist to rule out breathing pattern 
disorder or contact http://www.Breathing.com for private sessions with an Optimal Breathing Coach.

One or More of the 5 Basic Measurements:
Measurement progress is not relevant for this exercise.

C37The Watching Breath
(Audio CD #150, 47 min.)

Included with Theme #4 (Memory, Focus and Concentration)

A RELAXING BREATHING EXERCISE for FOCUS & CONCENTRATION

2-3-14

(WatchCD)

(WatchCD)



Extended Exhale for Asthma-like Shortness 
of Breath (ALSOB) & Sleeping/Snoring C38

Asthma symptoms can stem from several factors in varying degrees or relevance: breathing pattern disorder (UDB); food or airborne allergies; leaky gut;
poor digestion and/or unresolved emotions. Because breathing is influencing us moment-to -moment, 24/7/365, we may first need to address develop-
ing the breathing patterns so as to minimize or eliminate potential for their influencing all the other areas. The breathing pattern issue may be a too-fast
high-chest breathing pattern that makes you nervous and vaso-constricts (tightness in the chest/throat/jaw/neck/shoulder).  Initially and for a few days,
weeks or months, you may need to get more used to breathing slower, but still shallow in and out breaths (OBW3-4 or 5), until your high-chest breathing
pattern is reduced and your toleration for increased carbon dioxide is increased.  Do this for several days even if you are not sure you have any symptoms,
as a too-short extended pause does correlate with several other diagnosed illnesses. Rule out the extended pause factor if you can. Get your pause up to
a fairly easy 60 seconds, but no more than 75 seconds, as I have no reason to believe holding the breath any longer has any relationship with extended
lifespan. You may (or may not) find that other Optimal Breathing® Development exercises invite a worsening of ALSOB symptoms and need to be less-
ened until the ALSOB or sleeping/snoring is improved.  Experiment: Learn through doing, moment-to-moment. 

SITTING: 
1.  Get a stopwatch or observe the second hand on a watch or digital display. 
2.  Sit and allow your breathing to come and go naturally. 
3. Allow several natural breathing cycles (do not take a deeper breath) and at the bottom of a natural, effortless non-forced exhale (OBW3) suppress 

the urge to breathe in (extended pause) and start the timer on the watch. 
4.  See how long you can go until you absolutely MUST breathe. 
5.  Record that time and repeat. The second timing should improve a little or a lot. 
6. Do it again, only this time, as soon as you get VERY uncomfortable, stand up and walk across the room moderately fast, back and forth, until you 

MUST breathe. Time that one. Log the lengthened time(s) for the extended pause(s).
7. Repeat several times daily until you are able to extend the pause for 60 seconds. 
8. Do that several times a day for as long as you have wheezing and/or sleeping issues.
9. Eliminate food and airborne, allergy-causing substances, as they may, by themselves, cause the SOB. See Breathing.com/articles/allergies.htm.
10. Note that your symptoms are lessening over time. 
11. Over time, develop the ability of taking longer, slower, more shallow breathing while experiencing negative emotions, until they resolve.  A good 

resting position for this is the side position in C23 (ORTAR) during nap time, before sleep, or upon awakening. 

Benefits:
Less or no SOB, wheezing, snoring, insomnia, and in some cases reduced obstructive sleep apnea.

Signs of Breathing Improvement:
Breathing is more even, easier, smoother.

Helpful adjuncts can be to NEVER force an exhale beyond OBW3 as that causes tension and anxiety. 
“Allow  a passive exhale (to OBW3) and stop the in-breath from coming in,” is the instruction. NO FORCING, EVER.  

Use your spare time to engage in activities that bring you joy and naturally help to bring your breathing into balance. They will, if needed, help
you keep your mind off of breathing as that DOES affect some people in negative ways; most others not.  Activities such as QI Gong, Tai Chi, and 
gentle Yoga can be transformational, or learning to play the Native American flute, or hiking in nature. Healing allergies is also quite relevant and 
can be due to a leaky gut (intestinal hyper-permeability) or fungal infections, or poor digestion, or some of all of them. 

To repeat: Asthma symptoms are often a mixed bag of holistic issues.  It is rare, but you may sometimes find that other Optimal Breathing® 
Development exercises invite a worsening of ALSOB symptoms, and these will need to be lessened until the ALSOB is under control.  

Experiment: Learn through doing. Our Building Healthy Lungs Naturally book, included in the Supplemental  PDF documents CD, can give 
more guidance.

One or More of the 5 Basic Measurements:
Lengthened extended pause. Slower resting breathing rate.

C38Extended Exhale for Asthma-like Shortness 
of Breath (ALSOB) & Sleeping/Snoring
(Not in the video)

(OBEE/Ext-Exhale)

(OBEE/Ext-Exhale)



Benefits: 
Allows energizing and focusing before rising
from sleep or rest.
Enhanced left brain functionality.
Your focus and concentration greatly enhanced.
You are ready to take action and start your day.

Signs of breathing improvement:
Slower breath rate. Buzzing, streaming, tingling, currents or
breeze-like sensations in various parts of your body. TOO
MUCH? Slow down or stop.

One of more of the 5 basic measurements:
Breath-rate may become slower, easier.

C39ROptimal Right or Left Nostril Breathing 
See Benefits to choose which one or ones you wish to practice. 

PRP C32 Helps maintain a more even easier PNS breathing pattern. 
Allows easy restful access to proper nostril.

RIGHT NOSTRIL:  Lean head slightly to LEFT. Close LEFT NOSTRIL with finger.
Options:  Wear Breathe-Rite to open right nostril wider and fill left nostril with cotton. 
Take a breath, catching breath to OBW 7 or 8 when needed.

Begin with OBW3 being number 3. As you breathe in, mentally count saying 1 thousand 4, 1 thousand 5 etc. 
For every number above OBW3 exhale passively back to OBW3 with NO MORE THAN A 1 SECOND PAUSE and repeat. 
1. At OBW3. Breathe in/count 1004, 1005 - passive exhale to OBW3 and repeat 10-25 times.
2. At OBW3: Breathe in/count 1004, 1005, 1006 - passive exhale to OBW3 and repeat 10-25 times.
3. At OBW3: Breathe in/count 1004, 1005, 1006, 1007 or 1008 - passive exhale to OBW3 and repeat 10-25 times.

(ORNB/Right)

Benefits:   Allows relaxing before sleep or rest.  Relaxes
you.  Strengthens the right “feeling brain.”  Encourage 
a calmer emotional state.  Aids a relaxed focus.  Good
preparation for meditation.  Soothes your nervous 
system.  Regulates the warming cycles of the body.
Enhances rest and relaxation.

Signs of breathing improvement:
Slower breath rate. Buzzing, streaming, tingling, currents
or breeze-like sensations in various parts of your body.
TOO MUCH? Slow down or stop.

One of more of the 5 basic measurements:
Breath-rate may become slower, easier.

C39LOptimal Right or Left Nostril Breathing 
See Benefits to choose which one or ones you wish to practice. 

PRP C32 Helps maintain a more even easier PNS breathing pattern. 
Allows easy restful access to proper nostril.

LEFT NOSTRIL:  Lean head slightly to RIGHT. Close RIGHT NOSTRIL with finger.
Options:  Wear Breathe-Rite to open left nostril wider and fill right nostril with cotton. 
Take a breath, catching breath to OBW 7 or 8 when needed.

Begin with OBW3 being number 3. As you breathe in, mentally count saying 1 thousand 4, 1 thousand 5 etc. 
For every number above OBW3 exhale passively back to OBW3 with NO MORE THAN A 1 SECOND PAUSE and repeat. 
1. At OBW3. Breathe in/count 1004, 1005 - passive exhale to OBW3 and repeat 10-25 times.
2. At OBW3: Breathe in/count 1004, 1005, 1006 - passive exhale to OBW3 and repeat 10-25 times.
3. At OBW3: Breathe in/count 1004, 1005, 1006, 1007 or 1008 - passive exhale to OBW3 and repeat 10-25 times.

(OLNB/Left)



Benefits:  Helps balance right- & left-brain hemispheres when
wanted. Some will need more of the right or left side depending
on their need for focus or relaxation. 

Caution: Do not hold your breath if you have high blood pres-
sure. More advanced methods of pranayama (alternate nostril
breathing) need to be practiced with an experienced practitioner. 
Practicing on an empty stomach is preferred.

Signs of breathing improvement: 
Easier and/or slower breathing rate. 
Buzzing, streaming, tingling, currents or breeze-like sensations 
in various parts of your body. TOO MUCH? Slow down or stop.

One or more of the 5 basic measurements: 
May slow down the breath rate.

C40Optimal Alternate Nostril Breathing 
See Benefits to choose which one or ones you wish to practice. 

Options:  Wear Breathe-Rite to open nostrils wider. 
Sit on firm but not hard surface.  (Option: Use a Nada chair.)

Step 1: Use right thumb to close off right nostril.
Step 2: Inhale slowly to OBW5, 6 or 7 through left nostril.
Step 3: Now close left nostril with ring finger and release thumb off right nostril.
Step 4:  Exhale through your right nostril.
Step 5: Now, inhale through right nostril to OBW 5, 6 or 7.
Step 6: Use thumb to close of right nostril.
Step 7: Breathe out through left nostril.

This is one round.  Start slowly with 1 or 2 rounds and gradually increase to up to 25 rounds. 
Never force. Sit quietly for a few moments after you have finished.

Option:  Take a breath catching breath to OBW 7 or 8 when needed.

(OANB/Alter)
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